
INSTAGRAM ADS
How to maximize Instagram advertising efforts to create a real business impact



“I ran Instagram ads and it didn’t have the effect I 
was expecting.”

We hear that too often.

Before we can expect results from Instagram ads, we 
must first understand Instagram itself, as well as the 
psychology of its users. 

Getting people to purchase requires making them 
interested. Making them interested requires getting 
their attention. Getting their attention requires showing 
the right people creatives that match their mindset 
while using Instagram.



500 million+ use it every day

250 million+ use Instagram 
Stories every day

80% are outside the US

16 million users are in Japan

800
million +

users

80%
follow businesses

on Instagram

28
minutes / day

of avg. usage

Users 25 and under use it for 
32 minutes per day

Users over 25 use it for 24 
minutes per day

60% say they discover new 
products on Instagram

75% take action after being 
inspired by an Instagram post

Instagram is an extremely popular and highly visual network.



The Average Instagram User

Nearly half of the users on Instagram are in their 20’s and 30’s

Women make up the majority of users

Users are in the mindset of consuming and sharing high quality visual content

Users expect to discover content that inspires them
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Instagram is a major touch point that people have with new products and services, therefore connecting 
with potential customers there can hold a big upside for a business. In addition to optimizing ad delivery, it 
is imperative that close attention is spent on the creatives being shown.

Instagram Ads in Marketing

By reaching new users and encouraging them to take actions such as visit a website, interest can be 
fostered. Reapproaching these interested users helps to grow their interest further and guide them through 
the marketing funnel to the point they make a purchase.



General Ad Types

Audience Ads

・Targeting based on location and user attributes
・Used to bring awareness and obtain user interest

Dynamic Ads

・Targeting based on actions taken by users with 
your ads and site, as well as product data
・Products are recommended based on individual 
user interest



Work with Audience Ads

The results of our advertising work done for a fashion accessories client confirms the importance of 
optimizing creatives to match the Instagram platform and user’s mindset. 

① Ad creative resembled a 
website banner ad with brand 
logo and text describing the 
campaign

RESULTS

CTR: 2.3%
CPC: 176円 (US $1.57)

② Ad creative resembled an 
image from the product catalog, 
without the brand logo and text

RESULTS

CTR: 2.1%
CPC: 29円 (US $0.26)

While the click-thru-rate (CTR) fell 
slightly, the cost per click (CPC) 
improved by roughly 6 times.

③ Ad creative was made to 
match Instagram feeds, showing 
the product in a natural lifestyle 
setting

RESULTS

CTR: 3.8%
CPC: 4円 (US $0.04)

Both the click-thru-rate (CTR) and 
cost per click (CPC) fell 
significantly, attaining high cost 
effectiveness. The ads reached a 
greater number of people and got 
more of them to their website at a 
cheaper price.



Work with Dynamic Ads

The results of our Dynamic advertising work produced the best results when paired with ongoing Audience 
ads to increase awareness in potentially interested users.

① Dynamic Ads only

RESULTS

ROAS: 613%

Implementing Dynamic Ads 
increased the client’s return on 
advertising spend (ROAS) due to 
efficiently reaching users with 
products that they had already 
shown interest in. 

② Dynamic Ads in combination 
with ongoing Audience Ads

RESULTS

ROAS: 1668%
Number of purchases: 2.6x
Sales: 2.8x

Not only did the client’s return on 
advertising spend (ROAS) increase 
by about 2.7x, but the campaign led 
to actual business results. 

Optimizing Dynamic Ads and 
Audience Ads to work together 
nearly tripled purchases and sales.



Summary

● Instagram has become a major channel for people to come in contact with new products and services

● Paying close attention to the creatives and the marketing funnel is imperative

● Audience Ads on Instagram helps spread awareness to potentially interested users

● Dynamic Ads on Instagram tailors ads to each individual user and increases results

● Optimizing Audience Ads and Dynamic Ads to work together provides the best business impact



https://tamko.co/en

/ tamkoEN

@tamkoEN

@tamko.co

CONTACT: tamko-ml@tam-tam.co.jp

We provide full online advertising and marketing 
support in English, Japanese and Chinese.


